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DJ ENOCH BIO 

Well... I suppose from what I have seen at least classically, profiles rather they be DJ, CEO, actor, et. al.,
are usually written in the third person. This, of course, is assuming that person is writing about
themselves. I didn't want to follow suit so “follow me”. Yea, as you have and will see/read, I am an
anal-lytical attention to detail humanoid and no that does not mean I study the butt hole even though, I
do study butt holes metaphorically called politicians. This subsequently just so happens to be in direct
conflict with the fact that I am also diagnosed as ADD, being anal-lytical that is, be that as it may, I didn't
think DJ Ritalin Baby would be an appropriate title due to potential trademark infringement from a certain
drug company, but I digress..  Just as certain people have “selective memory”, I suppose I have a
selective attention span and breakbeat music is one of those “things” that has selectively captivated
mine.  

Amen, it is true that the breakbeat didn't originate in electronic music itself, but it did for myself at a night
club in Orange County, Florida called CyberZone in early 2000'ish. To say the least, it was a moment in
time that would literally change my life in almost every aspect. To keep from turning this into a “Lifetime
for Women Movie” I will fast forward to a present day snapshot. My passion musically speaking is mixing
different records/tracks together and making a new piece of music in doing so. To me a “good mixer” is a
human music composer. That is the essence of what I love to do and try to do when I play. Indeed, for
me it is play. I have also recently started producing Electro and Funky Breaks. That has and will continue
to be a slow and painful endeavor being “self taught”. More accurately, I read and study music theory
from resources that are freely accessible on the God sent internet and employ that knowledge without
supervision or regulation. Please don't report this “unregulated” activity to the governmental authorities.  

I hail from Titusville, Florida which is “where the Space Shuttle launches from”, so to speak. I am a
husband, former Marine, forever academic, and destined Renaissance Man. I proudly and currently DJ
on NuBreaks.com Saturdays at 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. EST weekly.  

Renaissance Man: A dynamic consequence of, and change to a person who by choice and/or necessity
attempts to do everything themselves. 
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